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Laser Energy ~ 1.9 MJ

X-ray Energy ~ 1.6 MJ 

Energy to capsule ~150-270 kJ* 
Set adiabat

Shell kinetic energy ~ 8-21 kJ*

Hot spot ~ 5-15 kJ*

Burn propagation

Great progress has been made in indirect-drive ICF, however the  
energy coupling is still very inefficient

∗ CH ablators: Hurricane et al. 
Nature 2014; Nature phys. 2016

∗ HDC ablators: Le Pape et al. 
PRL 2018

+ ~270 kJ HybridE at 1.9 MJ, 
Zylstra et al. (2019)

A. Kritcher, DPP2020 invited talk
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Increasing coupled energy while maintaining implosion properties 
gave record yield in layered experiments  
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• Two layered experiments at 1050 
scale—performance consistent with 
analytical scaling

• Higher than scaling from more alpha 
heating, reduced coast time
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experiments

Previous with [P2<25%]

Progress made in steps, basecamp approach
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>80% energy 
is lost !
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What constrains the energy coupling in a cylinder-shaped 
hohlraum is mainly simple geometry

• The absorbed energy by the capsule is set by surface area ratio of hohlraum and capsule.
• Too large a capsule will lead to interference with laser beam propagation, and asymmetric 

implosion.

Exploring the limits of case-to-capsule ratio, pulse length, and picket energy
for symmetric hohlraum drive on the National Ignition Facility Laser
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We present a data-based model for low mode asymmetry in low gas-fill hohlraum experiments on
the National Ignition Facility {NIF [Moses et al., Fusion Sci. Technol. 69, 1 (2016)]} laser. This
model is based on the hypothesis that the asymmetry in these low fill hohlraums is dominated by
the hydrodynamics of the expanding, low density, high-Z (gold or uranium) “bubble,” which occurs
where the intense outer cone laser beams hit the high-Z hohlraum wall. We developed a simple
model which states that the implosion symmetry becomes more oblate as the high-Z bubble size
becomes large compared to the hohlraum radius or the capsule size becomes large compared to the
hohlraum radius. This simple model captures the trends that we see in data that span much of the
parameter space of interest for NIF ignition experiments. We are now using this model as a con-
straint on new designs for experiments on the NIF. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5020057

INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges with indirect drive ignition on the
National Ignition Facility1 laser is to compress the DT fuel in
a symmetric fashion at a high convergence ratio (initial
radius/final hotspot radius !30). With high convergence, even
small (!1% in flux) imperfections in the symmetry of the
radiation drive are amplified and can lead to residual kinetic
energy which is not converted to PdV work (work done by
pressure times change in volume) on the hotspot.2

Asymmetries can also lead to low areal density thin spots in
the compressed, high density shell and allow the compressed,
high pressure hotspot to “leak” energy and prevent ignition.3

In the National Ignition Facility (NIF) hohlraums, time
dependent drive symmetry is generally described using
Legendre Pn modes, such that the hot-spot radius is given by
r(h,t)¼P0(t)þP2(t)•P2(cos(h))þ $ $ $ where Pn(t) and are
experimentally determined parameters (where h is the angle
relative to the hohlraum axis). In the NIF hohlraums, we con-
trol P2 (which determines whether the implosion is oblate or
prolate in shape) by controlling the balance between laser
energy deposited at the midplane or “waist” of the hohlraum
vs the laser energy deposited near the ends of the hohlraum
near the laser entrance holes. The 64 “inner beams” which
enter the hohlraum at 23.5% and 30% from the axis are focused
to reach the midplane of the hohlraum. The 128 “outer
beams” enter the hohlraum at 44.5% and 50% and are focused
at the hohlraum wall near the two ends of the hohlraum.

Because of the cylindrical geometry, the outer cone beams
propagate through a relatively short path-length in the hohl-
raum plasma. (In addition, the outer cones have smaller laser
spots than the inner cone beams.) As such, they tend to hit the
hohlraum wall with nearly full intensity and deposit their
energy on the high Z hohlraum wall (gold or depleted ura-
nium). This causes the high-Z wall to heat up and expand
inward toward the hohlraum axis (see Fig. 1). We often refer
to this plasma plume as the “gold bubble” because simulations
look like a spherically expanding bubble or torus coming from
the hohlraum wall.

FIG. 1. The high Z bubble (“gold bubble”) is formed where the intense,
outer cone beams hit the hohlraum wall. The inner cone beams must propa-
gate past the expanding gold bubble and the expanding ablator material
before reaching the midplane of the hohlraum where their energy is needed
to get a symmetric implosion.

Note: Paper BI2 1, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 62, 20 (2017).
a)Invited speaker.

1070-664X/2018/25(5)/056305/9/$30.00 Published by AIP Publishing.25, 056305-1

PHYSICS OF PLASMAS 25, 056305 (2018)

Callahan et al. Phys. Plasmas 2018

- Recent shots using Iraum or Dl between inner and outer beams show promising shape-tuning.
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Since energy coupling is mainly set by geometry, why not also try a 
different shape of hohlraum?
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A new design with 3mm diameter Al capsule in Au rugby hohlraum
was implemented to study the coupling efficiency

• Al capsule 3 mm OD, ~50% larger than typical ICF capsule (~2 mm)
• Low gas fill 0.3 mg/cc in hohlraum
• Reverse-ramp pulse shape for impulsive drive delivery for double-shell design
• This campaign started at 0.7x scale with 1 MJ, 5ns laser drive

2
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Backlighter

FIG. 1: (a) Experimental schematic. Two opposed windows
made of HDC were patched on the hohlraum wall along the
radiography axis to allow x-rays to pass through. (b) Laser
power vs time. The delivered pulse shape (red line) was within
1% of the requested (blue line) for the main part of the pulse.
(c) Measured and simulated radiation temperature vs time.

bump at 7-11 ns arises from crosstalk by the backlighter.
The simulated time history of Tr agrees very well with
the data while the laser is on, and decays slightly slower
than the data after the laser turns o↵. The simulated
peak radiation temperature is also 248 eV, same as the
measured value.

The time-resolved one-dimensional (1D) radiograph
[16] of the Al shell recorded by an x-ray streak camera [17]
is displayed in Fig. 2(a). The radiograph shows a clear
trajectory of a single limb over a relatively long record
time of 4.6 ns within a single shot. The implosion veloc-
ity is measured by tracking the positions of the minimum
of transmission, which is found to be 1.51±0.08 ⇥ 107

cm/s as shown in Fig. 2(b). The simulated velocity is

LLNL-PRES-xxxxxx
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FIG. 2: (a) Streaked 1D x-ray radiograph. (b) Measured and
simulated shell velocity vs time.

in good agreement with the measurements either with
asymmetric drive (blue solid line) or with symmetrized
drive (blue dashed line). The di↵erence in the veloci-
ties predicted by the symmetry vs no-symmetry modeling
falls within the experimental uncertainties. The simula-
tions have also confirmed that the transmission minimum
velocity is equal to the shell velocity or implosion velocity
over this time window.
With the measured Tr and the shell velocity, the mass

remaining of the shell can be estimated using a rocket
model [18]:

Vimp(cm/s) = 107
p

Tr(100eV )ln
⇣m0

m

⌘
/1.25 (1)

where Tr is in hundreds of eV or heV, m0 is the ini-
tial mass and m is the mass remaining. The factor of
1.25 is due to the dependence on the ablator material,

Vimp ⇠
q

1+Z
A [19]. The numerical formula in Ref. [18]

is based on simulations with a CH ablator (fully ion-
ized, average Z= 3.5, A= 6.5). The implosion velocity
is reduced by 1.25 for the Al ablator (ionized to He-
like, Z= 11, A= 27) relative to a CH ablator. Given
the measured peak radiation temperature Tr = 2.48heV ,
Vimp = 1.51 ⇥ 107cm/s, and m0 = 10.5mg, the mass
remaining is estimated to be 3.2 mg. The shell kinetic

1 MJ

High-quality, machined 
Al hemi-shells (150 
um thick)
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Measured shell velocity and mass remaining confirmed that 
shell kinetic energy reaches ~34 kJ at 0.7x scale 

Streaked x-ray radiographLETTERS NATURE PHYSICS

the shell kinetic energy measured at 8.4 ns. The radius at the pole 
would be 1.5 ×  P2 ~ 60 μ m larger, or the average velocity 11% lower. 
From the rocket model the corresponding mass remaining would be 
12% larger. Overall the kinetic energy is ∝  mv2 ~ 10% less, which is 
within the experimental error.

The measured radius versus time from both the 1D radiograph 
at 7–9 ns and the 2D snapshot at 10.5 ns is plotted in Fig. 4b. The 
simulated time history of the radius, taking into account the differ-
ent HDC patch sizes for these two shots, shows good agreement with 
the data. Table 1 presents a list of measured quantities in comparison 
with simulated results, indicating good agreement between the simu-
lations and experimental data. It should be noted that high conver-
gence is not required for the DS approach: the outer shell needs to 
converge by only a factor of ~5×  even in the full-scale ignition design.

The energy coupling is mainly enhanced by a combination of 
the large capsule-to-hohlraum ratio and the short drive duration. 
In the indirect drive scheme, the hohlraum is filled with X-rays and  
the coupling to the capsule depends mainly on a geometric effect: 
the surface area ratio of the capsule to the hohlraum. Our capsule is 
50% larger in radius than the standard single-shell capsule, leading 
to a higher coupling efficiency. The typical pulse shape in recent 
record-yield shots has a few small peaks followed by a main peak 
starting around 10 ns (ref. 3). Therefore the capsule is already par-
tially compressed at the start of the main drive for these schemes, 
further reducing the area ratio and energy coupling to the capsule. 
The pulse shape used in our experiment is a short reverse ramp with 
high power early in time when the capsule is still large, enabling 

higher coupling efficiency. Furthermore, the rugby shape of the 
hohlraum helps minimize surface area losses compared with cylin-
drical hohlraums, which is the dominant energy loss mechanism in 
hohlraums. Since the efficiency is enhanced mainly by the geometry 
and the short drive duration, the high coupling will not be signifi-
cantly decreased by the presence of fill tube or mix at inner layers.

The time history of the absorbed energy by the capsule from simu-
lations is plotted in Fig. 5 for this 0.7×  subscale campaign with 1 MJ 
drive (blue line). The ~30% coupling efficiency at 8.4 ns is more than 
three times greater than the current CHS designs for indirect drive. 
Although the pulse shape is unique to the DS approach, a novel hohl-
raum shape accommodating a larger capsule could markedly enhance 
the coupling efficiency in the CHS approach as well. In the next phase 
of our experiments, the Al capsule will be filled with DT gas to enable 
nuclear diagnostics; shape-tuning campaigns will aim to improve the 
symmetry; and an additional factor of two increase of total coupled 
energy up to ~700 kJ is projected for a full-scale design (see Methods) 
and 2 MJ drive, as shown in Fig. 5 (black line).

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
summaries, source data, statements of data availability and asso-
ciated accession codes are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41567-018-0331-5.

Received: 8 February 2018; Accepted: 26 September 2018;  
Published online: 29 October 2018
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Fig. 3 | Comparison of the radiograph lineout at 8.4!ns (red) and 
calculated transmission profile (black) from the reconstructed density 
profile (blue).
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Fig. 4 | Results from 2D X-ray radiography. a, 2D X-ray radiograph at 
10.5!ns. b, Comparison of measured and simulated shell radius versus time. 
The data at 7–9!ns are from the 1D radiography shot, and the data point at 
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Table 1 | Comparison of measured and simulated quantities

Quantity Measured Simulated

Peak Tr (eV) 248!± !3 248
< R>  (μ m) at 8.4!ns 890!± !20 884
vimp (μ m!ns− 1) at 8.4!ns 151!± !8 144
Mass (mg) at 8.4!ns 3.0!± !0.2 3.67
Shell kinetic energy (kJ) at 8.4!ns 34!± !4 38
Shell FWHM (μ m) at 8.4!ns 89!± !14 100

< R>  (μ m) at 10.5!ns 550!± !20 538

NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 15 | FEBRUARY 2019 | 138–141 | www.nature.com/naturephysics140

• Measured mass remaining 3.0 ± 0.2 mg at 8.4ns
• Measured velocity 151 ± 8 um/ns
• Shell kinetic energy 34 ± 4 kJ with 1.0 MJ drive
• Typical shell kinetic energy is 21 kJ with 1.9 MJ drive in cylinders (Le Pape et al. PRL 2018)

Reconstructed density profile

To 
detector

16keV Zr 
backlighter

Al capsule
HDC 
windows

Au rugby 
hohlraum

Experimental 
schematic
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Good agreement with simulations indicates ~300 kJ coupled into 
capsule, or 30% of total laser energy

Measured Simulated
Peak Tr (eV) 248 ±3 248

At 8.4ns
Shell velocity (𝜇m/ns) 151 ±8 144

<R> (𝜇m) 890 ±20 884

<𝜌R> (mg/cc) 3.3 ±0.7 4.3

Shell FWHM (𝜇m) 89 ±14 100

Mass (mg) 3.0 ±0.2 3.67

Shell kinetic energy (kJ) 34 ±4 38

At 10.6ns
<R> (𝜇m) 550 ±20 538 Full scale design shows ~700 kJ coupling

Ping, Smalyuk, Amendt, et al. Nature Phys. 2019
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For these large capsules, symmetry tuning can be achieved by 
varying rugby shape due to angle-sensitivity of reflectivity

The reflectivity is very sensitive to incident angle, so that the wall angle is an effective knob 
to tune symmetry.

• Turning point at 𝑛! = 𝑛" 𝑠𝑖𝑛#𝜃
• Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption 

∝ 𝑛!# ∝ 𝑠𝑖𝑛$𝜃

𝚹

Simulated laser energy deposition 
at a rugby wall
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Symmetry tuning has been achieved experimentally by varying 
rugby shape 

P2/P0 = 1.6%P2/P0 = 13% P2/P0 = 8% 
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The Al capsule thickness was 173lm in the above 0.9! scale
experiments, which resulted in a low implosion velocity due to the
massive shell. In the most recent shot N190630–002, the capsule thick-
ness was reduced to 121lm to boost the velocity. In this experiment,
the laser energy was 1583 kJ, including the backlighter laser energy
of 69 kJ. The framing camera was timed to record radiographs at
"11.1 and "11.9 ns to measure the change in the shell size. The tim-
ing was chosen for the capsule to implode small enough to be within
the diagnostic window. The measured P0 vs time is displayed in Fig.
4(a) together with the simulation result. The simulated trajectory is
"300 ps earlier than the measured one, which is small compared to
the 6 ns long coast time. The velocity is determined by a linear fit of
the two data groups at the two delays. Figure 4(b) shows the measured
and simulated velocities vs time, showing a reasonable agreement at
the diagnostic window 11–12ns. The peak velocity, although not mea-
surable due to a limited diagnostic window, reaches 350 km/s in the
simulation.

In summary, we have presented measurements of symmetry,
nuclear bang time, neutron yield, in-flight capsule size, and velocity of
Al capsules with a diameter of 3.0–3.4mm in a Au rugby hohlraum.

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of the measured and simulated nuclear burn histories for
shot N190122-002. Both are normalized by their maxima. (b) Simulated absorbed
energy by the capsule at 0.7!, 0.9!, and 1.0! scales.

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Rugby hohlraum shape and the 2D X-ray radiographs of the Al shell
in three NIF shots, N171030-001, N180624-002, and N190428-002, taken at 12.9,
13.3, and 15.1 ns, respectively. (d) The corresponding pulse shape of the laser
drive. (e) Measured radiation temperature vs time.

Physics of Plasmas LETTER scitation.org/journal/php

Phys. Plasmas 27, 100702 (2020); doi: 10.1063/5.0021183 27, 100702-3

VC Author(s) 2020

Ping, Smalyuk, Amendt, et al. Phys. Plasmas, 2020
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Good agreement on bang time, yield, in-flight capsule size, and 
velocity is consistent with ~450 kJ coupling at a 1.5 MJ drive

Simulation* N190122-002
0.9x scale

Laser MJ 1.5 1.558†

Gas fill DT 7mg/cc DT 7mg/cc

Yield 1e14 
neutrons

8.11± 0.25 e13, 
~ 78% YOC

Bang 
time

15.0 ns 15.10 ± 0.15 ns

P0 
at 15ns

338 um 329 ± 14 um 

• These results were obtained for: 
3.0-3.4mm Al capsule in Au Rugby hohlraum; reverse-ramp pulse shape; up to 1.5 MJ laser drive

* No drive mults, FL=0.04

Good agreement in measured 
and simulated bang time
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for 120um-thick Al capsule

Ping, Smalyuk, Amendt, et al. Phys. Plasmas, 2020
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Enhanced energy coupling is one step forward toward ignition

• These results are encouraging, but there are a lot more to do to reach ignition.

3
LLNL-PRES-xxxxxx

Increasing energy coupling can reduce the laser power/energy 
requirement for ignition

§ Need to maintaining other important 
implosion properties 

§ Other approaches to improve quality 
(SQn

β), higher Trδ, and explore limits of 
energy coupling (Frustraumε)

Scale, Adiabat, Velocity, Coast (laser off to 
bang time), Symmetry*, Stability**Energy coupled to capsule

Q
ua

lit
y

Yamp contours

Improve 
coupling or 
increase laser 
energy/power

!!"#~#$$%%!"#& &'
βD. Clark, 
δC. Young GO09.00004
εP. Amendt KIO2.00004

!~#!"#.%&
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$.&

(!'(.$
$&.%)(1- RKEnorm)3.8

*D. Casey VI01.00003
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Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 61 (2019) 014033LLNL-PRES-816176

Pressure Velocity Scale

Adiabat SymmetryStability

Neutron yield scaling:

A. Kritcher, DPP2020 invited talk

Energy absorbed by capsule vs time
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High energy coupling can enable single-shell volume-like ignition

Central hot spot energy flow

Energy to capsule ~450 kJ: 
Sets high adiabat, lowers 
convergence, more stable

Shell kinetic energy ~ 50 kJ

Entire fuel is hot spot: ~ 30 kJ,
More tolerant to defects, high a

Volume ignition?

VOLUME IGNITION-like energy flow

?

Laser Energy ~ 1.9 MJ

X-ray Energy ~ 1.6 MJ 

Energy to capsule ~150-270 kJ* 
Set adiabat

Shell kinetic energy ~ 8-20 kJ*

Hot spot ~ 5-15 kJ*

Burn propagation
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A new series of NIF shots has started to test high-volume and -
adiabat capsule (HVAC) design

0.4 % W
D2 gas

4.8 mg/cc 

HDC D=96 µm

Inner 
radius 
1400 µm

Measured 
bang time

• 3mm HDC capsule with 2-shock 5ns laser drive.
• Energy coupling reached 430kJ, or 32% during walkup shots up to 1.4MJ.
• Hot spot was moderately oblate, P2/P0 = - 30%.
• Symmetry needs to be tuned by wall curvature or Dl.
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Substituting Frustraum for Rugby hohlraum shows transition to prolateness 
in gas-filled capsule simulations

RUGBY DESIGN FRUSTRAUM DESIGN

Y=2.4x1014 TR=282 eVY=2.9x1014 TR=296 eV

R [mm] R [mm]

z 
[m

m
]

-0.2
-0.2

-0.2

0.2 0.2

0.2

Au Au-lined DU

Amendt, et al. Phys. Plasmas, 2019
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Summary: these results open up new opportunities toward ignition

Multiple-shell approach for ignition
• Lower ignition threshold
• Low radiation loss
• Low convergence requirement
• More tolerance on asymmetry
• Noncryogenic targets

Fill tube
Low-Z 
ablator

Mid-Z 
tamper

Assembly 
joint

High-Z 
shell

Foam 
cushion

Advanced hohlraums with larger 
capsules for higher yield
• ~3x energy coupling for hot spot ignition
• High coupling enables volume ignition
• Larger hot spot is more robust to 

defects and instabilities
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